
DUE May 8 - 10   Chapter 11 Photography & Time-Based Media   Name _________________________________
Read Pages 238-256 Skip Film 257-261, Read Video Art 261-266, Read Viola - 268-269, Skip 267,270, 271 Read 272-273

Image Search “Catherine Opie”  then Image Search “Catherine Opie Landscapes”  Describe the difference

Search for and List any 2 other works in our text book that could be said to be similar in general subject matter or compositon 
to to Fig 11.1 by Catherine Opie

For context: Image Search “Eadweard Muybridge” 
List some of the subjects he photographed in sequence
What is the primary topic in all of Muybridge’s work?
What entire technology / industry does Muybridge’s work anticipate?

Image search then compare the subject matter of “Walker Evans” to “Edward Weston”.  
Describe each’s work. List one favorite work for each

Page 241    Photography from the Greek means = phos, “______________” and graphos, “______________” 

. . . .    Camera is the Latin word for “______________.” And, in fact, by the sixteenth century, a darkened room, called  

a ____________________________, was routinely used by artists to copy nature accurately

Page 244 - From our text Describe what Mathew Brady did as a photographer. List some interesting details including dates.
Image search “Mathew Brady photography” list some of his subject matter.

Image search each of these major photographers - choose and list a favorite

Alfred Stieglitz photography

Charles Sheeler photography

Henri Cartier-Bresson photography

Ansel Adams photography

Robert Frank photography

Andreas Gursky photography

William Wegman photography

David Hockney photography

Fig 11.25 Eleanor Antin likes to recreate then photograph scenes from historic artworks (11.26) Find and list 2 other pairs of 
works (recreated and opriginal) in our text book that can be said to be “Art about Art”

How does Jerry Uelsmann’s (pgs 252-253) work anticipate digital processes like those used in Photoshop?

Image search “Jerry Uelsmann” choose and list 3 favorites  with quick description - like “hands holding coulds”

NOTE: Video Doug Aitken, Sleepwalkers, 2007 - first image in book - Video installation

at www.ballstudio.net watch the videos about - Wegman - Viola (review) - Ousler  - write a few quick impressions


